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SECOND WITNESS STATEMENT OF DEPUTY CHIEF OFFICER BARRY TAYLOR DATED 24 MA CH 2016
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Witness Name: Barry Taylor
Statement No: Second

Exhibits: BT38 - BT50
Dated: 24 March 2016

THE INDEPENDENT JERSEY CARE INQUIRY

Witness Statement of Barry Taylor

I, Barry Taylor, will say as follows:1. I make this witness statement subsequent to my first witness statement dated
29 February 2016 and I respectfully refer to my first statement herein.
2. In this second statement I address issues relevant to the Inquiry which have
been addressed in the evidence recently released in the form of 41 additional
witnesses now brought to my attention after my first statement had been filed.
3. This statement essentially addresses the fresh evidence but should be
considered to be an adjunct to Section 3 of my first witness statement.
4. I refer to Exhibits BT38 to BT50 which contain true copies of documents and
correspondence to which I shall refer on this affidavit.
5. I provide my comments in the order that the witness evidence appears in the
Magnum folder entitled Mini Custom Bundles/Phase 1a, 1b and 2 read ins
during Phase 2 .
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Witness 55
6. With regard to Paragraph 88 of Witness 55's witness statement, the SOJP did
not fail to repiy to a subject access request made by Witness 55. Witness 55
has entered into extensive correspondence with the SOJP and Children's
Services, copies of which are produced as Ex ibit BT38. Following an SOJP
investigation into Witness 55's complaints regarding his wife, the LOD has
opined that no criminal offences have been disclosed.
7. The SOJP consider that it entered onto a reasonable and proportionate decision
making process with the intention of adequately protecting Witness 55's
children. As confirmed in Inspector James Wileman's letter to Witness 55 dated

19 September 2012 [within Exhibit BT38] all information in the case was shared
with Children's Services and JFCAS. The position is succinctly stated in
Josephine Olsson's letter dated 8 January 2015 to Witness 55, also contained
within Exhibit BT38, where she says:
"The police, when they viewed the recording, were a propriately only
considering whether it met an evidential test for criminal prosecution; they
judged it did not. The pol ce were not responsible for determining whether the
evidence they viewed met the lower threshold for Children's Services
intervention".

8. I was told by my legal advisors and I truly believe that Witness 55 and his wife
have been concerned in contested legal proceedings relating to custody of their
children following a breakdown of their marriage.
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9. At paragraphs 106 to 111 of Witness 55's witness statement, he refers to
documents relating to Haut de la Garenne ( HDL6 ) stored at States of Jerse
Property Holdings. I am able to confirm that Operation Rectangle did recover a
box of material (X1229) from Property Holdings but it was comprised primarily
of building plans which were of limited assistance to the investigation. Civilian
Investigator Garry Kitchen returned the box to Property Holdings.
Subsequently, during the trial of Anthony Jordan and Morag Jordan, Civilian
Investigator Kevin Den ley coilected the box and exhibited it as X4623. The box
has again been returned to Property Holdings. I am told by SOJP officers and I
truly believe that the box did not contain any documents or material which could
properly be described as disturbing as asserted by Witness 55.
- Ian Hamilton King
10. in respect of paragraph 20 of Mr King's witness statement, Operation Rectangle
identified no evidence of children disappearing from HDLG. As has been set
out in the witness statements of David Warcup, Alison Fossey and others, this
possibility has been rigorously investigated. There are no children associated
with HDLG whom are known to be unaccounted for.
11. As Exhibit BT39, I produce a copy of Mr King's PURN record. The Inquiry will
note that Mr King has made frequent complaints.

Witness 153
12. In paragraph 7 of her witness statement, Witness 153 states that during
numerous domestic incidents the SOJP never removed her from the situation or
referred her to Children s Services. However, in paragraph 9 of her witness
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statement, s e says that neither parent was violent towards her. It is unlikely
t at a child in this pos tion woul be removed from parental custody today in a
situation where the child was not reasonably suspected to be "at risk".
13. In paragraph 14, Witness 153 states that she spent nights at HDLG when her
mother was drunk. We can confirm that page 166 of document D1745, at
Exhibit BT40 records that Witness 153 was housed at HDLG on 1 January
1983 for one night for that reason.

14. In paragraphs 22 to 34, Witness 153 refers to sexual abuse by
She says that she reported it when aged 10 or 12 (1982 - 1984)
and Danny Wherry visited her as a Police Constable. Mr Wherry was not a
police constable at that time having resigned from the SOJP in 1979 (see

D3277, at Exhibit BT41).
15. Witness 153 has told the Inquiry that she reported sexual abuse reported to the
SOJP on three separate occasions, when she was 5, 12 and 15 years old. R48
records that Witness 53 told the Operation Rectangle investigators that she
reported sexual abuse when she was 13 years old.
16. The records of the SOJP have been reviewed and there are no records of any
of the complaints referred to at paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and/or 15. I do not
believe that it could credibly be asserted that the reports as to all four discrete
allegations might have been ignored by Police Officers and/or that all relevant
documents and records might have been lost or destroyed. The record keeping
processes of the SOJP are typically very robust and effective, and records are
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rarely lost or destroyed, if at all. The Inquir will be aware that the SOJP has
produced an extensive set of documents for ts use dated back to the 1960s.
17. Witness 153 states that her Operation Rectangle witness statement (S382) was
not signed. I can confirm that the original is signed although the Inquiry has
been provided with an identical version of the statement which is in the format
of HOLMES and does not contain original signatures.
18. In paragraph 83, Witness 153 says her brother was locked in a police cell
following a road traffic accident because he was previously in care. As Exhibit
BT42, I produce a copy of an action record describing the incident at Liberation
Bus Station on 2 February 2014 whereby Witness 153's brother was arrested
on the basis that he was drunk and incapable of looking after himself. The
action record print does not contain any reference to the individual's
background or the care system. Although I cannot speak for the relevant
officers and I was not present on the occasion of the detention, I can say that in
my experience the fact that someone has been in care has not been relevant to
any individual s treatment by police officers and that officers have for many
years received discrimination training. From the action record I consider that
the officers acted in a reasonable and proportionate manner.

Witness 341
19. Paragraph 22 of Witness 34Ts witness statement mentions cellars and
shackles in the context of HDLG. Operation Rectangle ascertained that;
(i) there were no cellars at HDLG, only shallow and typically inaccessible
floor voids which were a feature of the construction of the building; and
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(ii) there were no shackles found at HDLG and what had been escribe as
shackles were shortly after being so described ascertained to be old bed
springs.

20. St would appear that Witness 341 adopted this terminology from unfortunately
inaccurate SOJP media releases and press reporting surrounding Operation
Rectangle.

21. At paragraph 47 of his witness statement, Witness 341 states:
Some of the girls fell pregnant at Haut de la Garenne. We noticed little lumps
growing on their stomachs. We never saw the babies. Some of the other
residents said that the babies would be aborted and some of the abortions were
carried out in the kitchens at Haut de la Garenne. I did not witness this taking
place myself."

22. The Inquiry will note that paragraph 47 of Witness 34Ts statement to the Inquiry
is inconsistent with the graphic first-hand account of witnessing a termination
procedure set out in paragraph 26 of the witness statement he provided to

Operation Rectangle dated 10 March 2008 (S104), at Exhibit BT43. I
respectfully suggest that this inconsistency significantly undermines the
usefulness of this witness evidence.
23. With regard to paragraphs 81 of Witness 34Ts statement, it was an Operation
Rectangle policy not to supply copies of witness statements to witnesses except
to assist with civil litigation and then only supplied to their legal representatives.
I produce a copy of the policy written up by Detective Inspector Alison Fossey

(as she then was) on 12 August 2008 as Exhibit BT44. At Exhibit BT45, is a
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24. Witness 341 also states that he was not kept informed of how the investigations
into the complaints he made to Operation Rectangle developed. This is
incorrect as demonstrated by Officer's Report R74DM, at Exhibit BT46.
Witness 341 was fully appraised of the fact that prosecutions were not going to
pursued against the specific living individuals against whom he made
allegations. It is recorded that Witness 341 was "obviously disappointed" but
praised the investigation team for their efforts.

Witness 382
25. In paragraph 23 of his Inquiry witness statement, Witness 382 suggests that a
person came to his bed at night and on one occasion fondled his penis.
However, in Rectangle Statement S64, at Exhibit BT47, he suggests that he
was visited by a ghostly apparition and does not mention the sexual abuse.
26. The caning referred to in paragraph 28 of Witness 382's Inquiry witness
statement was not referred to in S64 and had it been further inquiries might
have been made.

27. In paragraph 33 of his Inquiry witness statement, Witness 382 incorrectly states
that he was involved with Operation Rectangle in 2007. Message M36, at
Exhibit BT48 records his first contact as taking place on 25 February 2008. On
that occasion, Witness 382 stated that he was not sure if he was abused.
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Action A614, at Exhibit BT49, was ra sed and S64 was obtained 11 March
2008. The SOJP clearly did take Witness 382 ser ously and han led the
contact with Witness 382 in a professional manner.
itness 63
28. There is a reference at paragraph 52 to a police officer called Val Singleton.
Valerie Singleton is a former television journalist and was a presenter on the
children s television program Blue Peter in the 1960s and early 1970s. An
SOJP officer named Val Davison assisted Witness 63 in the preparation of her
police witness statement dated 19 August 2008.
29. As mentioned in paragraph 21 above, it was Operation Rectangle policy not to
release witness statements. At paragraph 52 of W tness 63's statement it says
"/ made a statement to the police which they said they were going to let me
have . This would not have been in accordance with the SOJP s policy and it
would have been unusual for this assertion to be made. Val Davison was one
of the most experienced officers working on Operation Rectangle and I do not
consider that it is credible for her to have promised to supply a copy witness
statement to Witness 63 in contravention of the policy referred to above.

Enrico Sorda
30. Mr Sorda makes a number of unsubstantiated allegations in his witness
statement concerning matters as to which he has no direct knowledge. I do not
intend to address all of these unsubstantiated allegations.
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31. Mr Sorda alleges that no prosecutions arose from the work of Mick Gradwell
and David Warcup, despite their having spent more t an half of the costs
associated with Operation Rectangle. While it would be disproport onate to go
through the Operation Rectangle HOLMES account and chart the exact input of
Mr Gradwell and Mr Warcup, a very significant amount of investigative work and
of course costs were incurred after Lenny Harper retired.
32. The investigation and subsequent convictions of Anthony and Morag Jordan,
occurred while Mick Gradwell was SIO of Operation Rectangle. Further, the
cases of Leonard Vandenborn, Ronald Thorne and

all came in

the latter stages of the investigation after Mr Harper's retirement.
33. At Exhibit BT50 are the timetables of the Matrix Panel Meetings in respect of
which Mick Gradwell was a ubiquitous attendee. There is no ev dence that I am
aware of before this Inquiry to suggest that Mr Gradwell was anything other
than committed to securing prosecutions of child abusers.
Conclusions
34. Of the additional witness statements which I have considered following release
around or after 29 February 2016, 7 were signed in 2014, one as early as July
2014, 16 were signed in 2015 and the remainder are even unsigned or were
signed more recently. It is unfortunate that these statements were not released
earlier. Had they been released earlier I would have had the opportunity to
carry out the required research in a timely manner and I would have been able
to address these issues in my earlier statement.
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35. I confirm that I am willing to give oral evidence to this Inquiry if required to do
so.

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed

Dated

'Was
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